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Funding for education uncertain
By Bridget Tharp
IE ftlTED
There is no end in sight for
the budget crisis facing Ohio
colleges and
universities.
That's what Chris Dalton, vice
president of finance and
administration
at
the
University, told senators at
the Undergraduate Student
Government meeting last night.
"It is likely that higher
education is going to be struggling," Dalton said.
The main campus of BGSU
would likely see more state
budget cuts in the next two years,
according to a budget draft from
the Ohio Board of Regents. The
draft projected a 5 percent
funding decrease for BGSU in
2006, with a total of about $70.5
million. In 2007, that would
mean a 1.9 percent decrease in
funding, with a total of about

— and community colleges that
$69.2 million for BGSU.
However,
the
same would likely see that increase.
budget draft would increase state
The University has already
funding to the BGSU-Firelands suffered from recent state
campus. For 2006, there would budget cuts, Dalton said.
be a 9.9 percent funding increase President Sidney Ribeau has
for BGSU-Firelands, with a total already ordered a permaof about $3.7 million. In 2007, nent $3.2 million reduction in
BGSU-Firelands would receive non-instructional areas, and
about $3.9 million, which would about $5 million of reductions
be a 4.2 percent increase.
for instructional areas, Dalton
Dalton
also
presented said. Also, no more employees
proposed siate budget for will be hired to fill vacant posithe fiscal years of 2006 and tions. This could mean fewer
2007 from the Ohio Office of custodians and administrative
Budget and Management in staff, he said. Dalton said that
February. An estimated $2,503.7 the hiring freeze has gone on for
million would be spent on higher about two and a half years.
Gov. Bob Taft has proposed
education in 2006. That is a
0.4 percent increase from 2005. an increase in the sin tax on
In 2007, that budget would be cigarettes and alcohol, and
$2,552.5 million. That is a 1.4 that would help to fund higher
percent increase for higher education. But Dalton warned
education. It is branches of uni- that students shouldn't count on
versities — like BGSU-Firelands the sin tax increase.

"The point of going through
all this," Dalton said, "On the tax
side or the revenue side, the governor is basically making some
very tough proposals that there's
no guarantee that the legislature
is necessarily going to adopt."
The
governor
makes
recommendations this month.
The recommendation then goes
to the House of Rcpresentamvs,
who will vote in April. Then the
Senate will receive the plan from
the House, and the Senate will
vote in May or June. At that time,
the budget will go back to the
governor who may approve or
veto the budget.
All of these budget cuts could
mean an increase in tuition for
students across the state.
"We're really facing a
difficult situation where the state
support for higher education is
diminishing," Dalton said.
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Calif, mudslides ravage south
By Daisy Nguyen
THE ASSOCIATE 0 PRESS

LOS ANGELES — Mudslides
trapped people in their homes
yesterday and forced others
to flee as Southern California
was soaked by yet another of
the powerful storms that have
pounded the region this winter.
At least three deaths were
blamed on the weather and
part of the area's commuter rail
service was halted.
Rescuers
pulled
three
people from about 10 feet of mud
that flowed into a town house
in Hacienda Heights, a suburb
east of Los Angeles One woman
was flown to a hospital while
the other two escaped with only
minor injuries, said Los Angeles
County Fire Capt Mark Savage.
That same mudslide had
forced the evacuation of 30
people from five units at the

complex, as well as residents of
five homes on the hill above it.
Savage said.
The latest batch of rain, snow
and hail started battering the
region Sunday, pan of a series of
stonns that arrived Friday and
was expected to continue into
today.
Since Thursday, downtown
Los Angeles had gotten about
6.5 inches of rain. The city's
total since lufy 1, the start of the
region's "water year," has reached
31.40 inches, making it already
the fifth wettest on record, said
weather sen-ice forecaster Bruce

Rockwell
Besides the mudslide victims
in Hacienda Heights, mudslides
and flooding chased about
30 people from 11 homes in
Glendale, north of downtown
Los Angeles, officials said. Three
homes on an unstable hill were

evacuated in nearby Pasadena
and up to 10 homes were
flooded in Fullerton.
The California Highway
Patrol reported more than 300
crashes in a 14-hour period,
compared
with
between
50
and
75
accidents on a normal, dry day.
A giant man-made lake in San
Diego County came within an
inch of spilling over a dam for
the first time since 1998. The lake
empties into a river and the overflow was not a threat, authorities
said.
Early yesterday, a mudslide
killed one man in a house in the
city's Woodland Hills area in the
San Fernando Valley, coroner's
office officials said. In Orange
County, a 16-year-old girl was
killed by boulders that crashed
into her family's apartment in
a rural area east of Irvine, said

Joseph Luckey, supervising
deputy-coroner.
In Los Angeles' Sun Valley
area, a repair worker died late
Sunday when he fell into a
30-foot-deep sinkhole created by
the stomi, said Fire Department
spokesman Melissa Ml< \
Metrolink canceled some
commuter
train
service
yesterday along the Ventura
County line north of Moorpark
because of the heavy rain. Amtrak
had canceled Los Angeles io
Santa Barbara commuter rail
service Friday night because
of mudslides in Moorpark;
northbound service on the line
remained out yesterday.
As many as 230.000
customers have had their power
intemipted since Friday and
about 7,000 customers remained
without power yesterday,
authorities said.
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DISCUSSING PLANS: George W. Bush meets with French President
Jacques Chirac in Brussels, Belgium, Monday Feb. 21.

PRESIDENTS'DAY TOUR

Bush overseas to
patch relations
By TERENCE HUNT
IKE ASS0CIAIED PRESS

BRUSSELS, Belgium — President
Bush
scolded Russia for
backsliding on democracy
yesterday and urged Mideast
allies to take difficult steps for
peace, appealing for Europe's
help in both troubled areas to
"set history on a hopeful course."
Bush opened his discussions
with a gesture of reconciliation toward disgruntled allies,
hosting an elegant dinner for
French President Jacques Chirac,
the harshest critic of the U.S.
invasion of Iraq.
"I'm looking for a good cowboy,"
Bush joshed when a reporter
asked if relations had improved
to the point where Chirac might
receive an invitation to the
president's Texas ranch. Chirac
said U.S.-French relations have
been excellent for 200 years and
the war had not changed that.
They dined on lobster risotto and
filet of beef.
Despite
the
cordial
meeting, Bush told Chirac the
United States adamantly opposes Europe's plans to lift its 15-year
arms embargo against China.
Europe seemed eager for
Bush's charm offensive after

bitter divisions over global
climate control. Iraq and other
problems. Dozens of world leaders were hurrying to Brussels for
twin summits today at NATO and
the European Union. European
officials have complained Bush
did not listen to them during his
first term, and they wanted to see
if he has changed.
About 4,000 people registered
their unhappiness In a noisy protest outside the U.S. Embassy
as Bush met with Chirac The
demonstrators came from a coalition of 88 environmental, human
rights, peace and other groups
opposed to Bush's policies.
Previewing two issues on
today's agenda, Bush told Syria to
get out of Lebanon and demanded that Iran stop its suspected
nuclear weapons program Bush
did not rule out using military
force in Iran, saying all options
remain on the table But, addressing widespread Concerns in
Europe that Iran is the next U.S.
target after Iraq, Bush said: "Iran
is ... different from Iraq. Weir in
the early stages of diplomacy."
Three days before seeing Vladimir Putin in Slovakia,

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

CHIRAC, PAGE 2

Brian McRoberts BGNews

SPOTLIGHT ON BG: Tour guide Jeff Walker points out several campus buildings in his tour to a group of prospective students and families.
Students had the opportunity to check out classes and residence halls on the busiest tour day of the year for the University.
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Bush hopes to become more involved in Mideast
changes course.
"I've got a good relationship
Bush admonished die Russian with Vladimir; 1 intend to keep
leader to "renew a commitment it that way," Bush told reporters
to democracy and the rule of during a photo opportunity with
law." Putin has raised alarms in Chirac. "But as well, I intend to
the West by consolidating power, remind him that if his interests
rolling back democratic reforms lie West, that we share values ...
and curbing press and political and those values are important."
freedoms.
In the keynote address of his
Bush said the United States five-day trip, Bush signaled that
and all European countries the United States will become
"should place democratic reform more involved in the Mideast to
at the heart of their dialogue foster growing hopes for peace.
with Russia." The president
"America and Europe have
suggested that Moscow's entry made a moral commitment:
in the World Trade Organization We will not stand by as another
could hinge on whether it generation in the Holy hind
CHIRAC. FROM PAGE 1

grows up in an atmosphere of
violence and hopelessness,"
Bush told an audience of diplomats, business leaders and academics in an opulent ballroom
of Brussels' Concert Noble hall.
The president outlined a White
House checklist of actions for
key players in the Middle East.
Saudi Arabia should give its
citizens more freedom, Bush
said, and Egypt should expand
democracy. Israel should freeze
settlement activities and the
Palestinians must dismantle
terrorist groups and light
corruption. Bush said.
He challenged Palestinian

Jong may agree to six-party talks
By SANG HUN CHOE
THE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

SEOUL, South Korea (API North Korean leader Kim long
U told a visiting Chinese envoy
that his government will return
to six-party nuclear disarmament talks if the United States
shows "sincerity," the communist state's official news agency
said Tuesday.
The announcement — the
latest in more than two years
of conflicting statements over
North Korea's nuclear program
— came less than two weeks
after Kim flouted Washington
and its allies by claiming that it
had nuclear weapons and would
boycott the talks.
"We will go to the negotiating
table anytime if there are mature
conditions for the six-party talks
thanks to the concerted efforts
of the parties concerned in
the future." Kim said Tuesday,
expressing the hope that the
United States would show "trustworthy sincerity," according to
the Korean Central News Agency.
Kim spoke of his government's
new position in over the nuclear
issue in a meeting with Wang
liarui, head of the Chinese
Communist Party's International
Department, KCNA said.
Kim also said that North Korea
"would as ever stand for the
denuclearization of the Korean
Peninsula and its position to
seek a peaceful solution to the

issue though dialogue remains
unchanged," the news agency
strid.
KCNA did not elaborate on
what conditions Kim cited
during his talks with the envoy
from China, which is his
impoverished country's only
remaining major ally.
In
Washington,
State
Department spokesman Lou
Eintorsaid that U.S. officials were
"aware of the report" about Kim's
remarks, and the U.S. position
on resuming the six-party talks is
well known.
"The United States remains
read)' to resume the six—party
talks at an early date without
preconditions," said I'intor. He
said, "The six-party talks are
the best way to resolve dirough
peaceful diplomacy the international community's concerns
about North Korea's pursuit of
nuclear weapons and to end the
North's International isolation."
In its rejection of further
meetings over the nuclear issue
on Feb. 10, North Korea said it
would only return to the talks
that include South Korea, China,
Russia and lapan if the United
States drops what it called a
"hostile" policy toward the North.
In his meeting with Kim
Monday, Wang relayed a verbal
message from Chinese President
1 lu lintao, KCNA said.
"Hu lintao in his verbal message clarified that it is in the fun-

damental interests of the Chinese
and DI'KK sides to maintain the
stand of realizing the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula
and protecting its peace and
stability, settle the nuclear issue
and clear die Korean side of its
reasonable concerns through
the six-party talks," KCNA said.
DPRK stands for the North's
official name — Democratic
People!) Republic of Korea.
VVang expressed "the hope that
thanks to the concerted efforts
of each side the six-party talks
would resume soon," the report
said.
"China has consistently stood
for the protection of the peace
and stability on the Korean
Peninsula ... and held diat the
parties concerned should
settle the nuclear issue of Korea
through dialogue," KCNA said.
During three rounds of talks
in Beijing since late 2002, North
Korea has demanded more
aid and a peace treaty with
Washington in exchange for
giving up its nuclear program.
The talks have made little progress amid deep distrust between
Washington and Pyongyang. The
United States wants a verifiable
nuclear freeze and weapons
dismantlement as part of any
deal. North Korea says it remains
convinced Washington wants
to topple its communist regime,
and that it needs a nuclear
deterrent for protection.

leader Mahmoud Abbas, at a a joint statement urging all
conference in London next parties to cooperate in the
month, "to put forward a investigation of the assassination
strategy of reform which can of former Lebanese prime minisand will gain support from the ter Rafik Hariri, killed in a massive
international
community, bombing in Beimt. They urged
including financial support. I full implementation of a U.N.
hope he will seize the moment." resolution demanding the
"All the parties have withdrawal of Syrian soldiers
responsibilities to meet," Bush from Lebanon. It also called for
said. "Arab states must end a Lebanese government "free
incitement in their own media, from foreign domination."
cut off public and private
In his speech, Bush said
funding for terrorism, stop their Europe and the United States
support for extremist education must be key players in fighting
and establish normal relations terrorism and spreading liberty.
with Israel," the president said.
"Our alliance has the ability
Bush and Chirac issued and the duty to tip the balance of

history in the favor of freedom,"
Bush declared. "Today, America
and Europe face a moment of
consequence and opportunity.
Together, we can once again set
history on a hopeful course."
While the Iraq invasion caused
one of the alliance's worst breach es, all 26 countries in NATO are
expected to join together today
in offering Baghdad help in
the form of money, equipment,
training or soldiers. European
Union foreign ministers, meanwhile, approved the opening of
a Baghdad office to coordinate
the training of hundreds of Iraqi
judges and prosecutors.

UNION EMPLOYMENT

ItnnPaal BGNews

PACKED HOUSE: Steven Domachowski, Asst. Director for Information Services, and Chad Nichols,
Student Coordinator for Information Services at the Student Union, discussed the opportunity for
student employment for the upcoming Summer and Fall 05' semesters last night. The only way for
students to get an application is to attend the meetings, which caused the room to fill up.

UNIVERSITY

bookstore

Clearance
Blow Out Sale

TIRED OF PLAYING THE WAITING GAME?

OhTmauM. hHotmRtTiSmiiTmiSama. EuuuunuaA

• Clothing • Gifts • General Reading Books • Supplies

Additional

20% off
All Clearance
Merchandise,

Three Days
Only!

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES • APARTMENTS STILL AVAILABLE FOR AUGUST

$100 off Deposit
During the month of February

February 23-25
Methods of Payment:
Visa, Mastercard, Discover,
BIG Charge,Check, Cash

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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CEREAL IS A KILLER ON COLLEGE CAMPUS
CSU — Monterey Bay students are cuckoo for Cocoa
Puffs. And Cocoa Pebbles. And Cap'n Crunch. And
Raisin Bran. And just about any other cereal they can
find. But anecdotal evidence suggests that growing
up doesn't mean growing out of cravings for a bowl,
especially among teenagers and those close in age.

CAMPUS

get a life
^^fc*^^
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by Phi Sigma Pi
Education Building Steps

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
NAACP Scholarship Pageant Info
Table, Sponsored by NAACP
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - S p.m.
Voter registration table, Sponsored
by the College Democrats
Union Lobby
10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
USG Information Table
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dance Marathon Promotional Shirt
Sale
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dance Across Europe Raffle.
Sponsored by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Finer Womanhood Week Table
Zeta Phi Beta will be doing a
fundraiser for sickle cell anemia,
taking donations for the Jumprope-a-thon, and signing up
volunteers.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Bake Sale, Fundraiser sponsored

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
There will be a film viewing of la Grande Seduction
(Seducing Dr. Uwisl tonight

HAPPY
HAPPY
HAPPY
HAPPY

11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Apple Tabletop Event, Sponsored
by the Bookstore
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -4 p.m.
Petition Drive. Sponsored by
Amnesty International
Union Lobby

chance to dance like a
professional, and have a great
time learning in the process!
Register at the Information Center,
TODAY!!
For More Information Contact
Katie Krolikowski® 419-3724409 www.bgsu.edu/union
Union 315

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
WBGU-FM Community
Involvement Campaign Table
Union Lobby

7:00 p.m. - 9:45 p.m.
Screening of La Grande Seduction
Join us in the Gish Film Theater
for this screening in French with
English subtitles. Series originator.
Dr. Jan Pallister, will introduce the
film and moderate a discussion
afterward. The event is free and
open to the public.
For More Information Contact:
Contact the Canadian Studies
Center at 372.2457 or cast@cba.
bgsu.edu with questions.
The Gish Theater, Hanna Hall

2 p.m. - 6 p.m.
WBGU Promotional Table,
Sponsored by WBGU 88.1 FM
Radio
Union Lobby

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Dance Marathon Musical
Competition
Sponsored by Dance Marathon
Black Swamp Pub

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
How 2 Workshop: Salsa Dancing
Have you always wanted to know
how to salsa dance? Now is your

8 p.m.
Student Composers' Forum
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

at the Gish Theater in Hanna
Hall from 7:00 to 9:45 p.m.
The film, presented by the
2005 Pallister FrancophoneCanadian Lecture series,
has earned 11 Genie Award
nominations. The French
film will feature English
subtitles.

Series originator, Dr. )an
Pallister, will introduce the film
and moderate a discussion
afterward. The event is free and
open to the public.
For More Information
Contact the Canadian Studies
Center at 372-2457 or casHStba.
bgsu.edu with questions.

11:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
Daffodil Days Sale
Fundraiser for the Amencan
Cancer Society sponsored by
Alpha Omicron Pi
Union Lobby

TUESDAY!!!
TUESDAY!!!
TUESDAY!!!
TUESDAY!!!

TTM

624 FRAZEE AUE & 516 E. MERRY ST. I
FEATURES:
• New Carpet
• New Furniture

• Tile Floors
• 2 Full Baths

• New Kitchens

• New Appliances

• Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal

Greenbriar, Inc.
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FALCONS
LOSING
THEIR
HEADS

THE TRUTH COMES OUT: Seniors
Jimmy Meyers and Kristen
Herlze share a hug after being
beheaded during halt time of
the men's basketball game this
past Saturday. Fellow Falcon
seniors Allison Sproul and Eric
Wagner were also beheaded
after the second period of the
hockey game. The four students
managed to remain anonymous
while fulfilling the duties as the
feathered duo.

Boys join in the knitting craze
By Lisa Black

afternoon
pastime
CHICAGO rRlBUNE
of
elderly
women,
knitting has become hip as
(KRT)
CHICAGO — As he walked into celebrities such as Rusted (iowe
his first "For Boys Only" knitting and Laurence Fishburne go
class. Will Conrad joked about public with their hobby, Knitting
showing his feminine side, but clubs for girls and boys have
within minutes the Northbrook. cropped up in schools across
111., teenager was intently the nation. And new bonks and
watching how to "cast on," or snows such as HIV Network's hit
"Knitty Gritty'' have made it cool
loop the yam onto the needle.
They are guys, they knit and to knit guy-fl lendl) items such as
guitar straps and il'ocl covers,
they defy ridicule.
Although
women
still
"It's just knitting. It's not like
I've killed someone," said (iinracl. outnumber men in yarn store
15, a swim team member who aisles — and no one can be
doesn't care what classmates sure bow many hoys knit —
professionals sa) more boys arc
think. "It's the new fad."
The craft has enjoyed a going public with their needles
soaring resurgence over the last and balls of yam.
"I have heard several boys say
few years, and not just among
a younger generation of women. it's a wonderful chick magnet,"
Boys are increasingly knitting said Mary Colucci. executive
— from an Evanston, III., fourth director of die Craft Yarn Council
grader working on a scarf for of America, based in Gastonia,
himself to a college student in N.C. "I've heard teachers say that
Oak Park, III., who skillfully knits the boys are more challenged by
toy-like stuffed monsters to raw
beginners like Conrad.
Long typecast as the

some of the intricate patterns."
Hut unless they have the size
and stature Of, say. ex-foolball
pro Rosie Grier. a confirmed
knitter, it could be awkward for
some guys to announce their
new passion to friends,
"In the beginning you don't
want to tell people," said Louis
I evin, 9, a fourth grader from
Northbrook. "I've had it happen
once where someone said, Ob,
only girls do that.'"
Still, be said, "it makes mejeel
good. I'm standing out in the
crowd,"
On a recent Saturday at
the three Bags Full store in
Northbrook, Corey Gilbert, 15. is
die instructor for the "Boys Only"
I i i a Mready a knitting veteran.
the high school sophomore
helped Conrad and two other
boys get started, showing them
how to wrap the yam around
the needle and make those first
crucial stitches.

Ridge Manor Apartments
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE NEW
CABINET MEMBERS
OF PHI MU!
Alumnae Liaison: MEGAN DEWOLF
COB: CAITLYN KLEIN
Ant. New Member. SARA HAMEN
Astt Scholarship MELISSA FLETCHER
Asrt. Treasurer: KRYSTEENA BROWN
Public Relations: LINDSAY SANDERSON
Community Service: HEATHER YGLESIAS
Historian TRICIA BURGER
Parents Weekend: CAITLIN SPONTELLI
Philanthropy: BECCA CLEMONS
Asst. Philanthropy: ESTHER KRUEGER
Ritual KATIE GORDYAN
Development Chair: CLAIRE HAUSER
Asst. Social LINDSAY CYPLES
Risk Management Liz COLITRE
'I'M 'I'M <I>M 'l>\1 <I>M 'I'M <I>\1 'I'M 'I'M < >M

(419) 352-0717 www.greenbriarrentals.com

s

iji

2 Bedroom Townhouses
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
• 1 Full Bath
• 2 Story Townhouses
• Furnished
dU

2 PERSON SPECIAL

Starting at $57Q
+ gas and electric

CJRKKNBRIAR, INC.
► 445 East Wooster St. • 352-OT17
»« ".Krecnbriarraitals.com

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
629 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
S880 per month. Deposit $880 Tenants pay utilities
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and
A/C. Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.

~16 2~
Bedroom

710 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740 per month. Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer Lease dates-August 18, 2005 -August
5, 2006.

Bedroom

Apartments

Townhouses

• Carports
• 1 BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities
• IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

Carports
Washer & Dryer
Hookups
2 Baths
Full Basement
Can have up to
6 People

134MANVILLE 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Tenants have use of the garage for storage only. $820 per
month Deposit $820. Tenants pay utilities. Lease datesMay 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
723 SIXTH 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Tenants DO
NOT have use of the garage. $560 per month Deposit
$560. Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates-May 14, 2005
- May 6, 2006.
We have many other apartments available.
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Checkout our website at:
WWW.MECCABG.COU or

CALL 353-5800 Today!

714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars $680 per month, Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.

Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 '
s
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com I

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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www.bgnews.com/opinion
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OPINION

"He knows the scent of his parents!"
Murugupillai Jeyarajah, after his infant, Abilass, who survived the Asian
tsunami, was returned to his wife, krtita, and him after a DNA test
(AaocMtaD

STAFF EDITORIAL

Attend council meeting, be heard
The deadline to join in
the race for city council in
November passed on Feb.
17, and University students
should be excited to hear that a
number of their peers will be
running for office in the fall.
However, this is no time for
the student-community to rest
on our laurels. Instead, those
who are concerned about
students housing rights and
the state of Bowling Green's
30-year-old zoning ordinance
should attend tonight's city

YOU DECIDE
How else can students
make their mark in the city
council? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post
feedback on our web site.
council meeting.
It'll only be an hour of your
time — if that.
Held
at
the
city's
Administration Building on

Church Street, students may
better recognize it as the place
where they pay utility bills. The
meeting will be at 8:00 p.m. on
the third floor, and is free and
open to the public.
Traditionally students have
not attended city council
meetings en masse, and the
actions of their representatives
have usually reflected this.
Ward 1, where almost all of the
on-campus students reside, is
currently represented by BGSU
graduate Sarah Tomashefski,

mm TO THE EDITOR

who voted to support the
nuisance party law and has not
actively gauged the opinions of
her student-constituents on the
current zoning issue.
Ward 2, where a good
majority
of
off-campus
students live, is represented
by BGSU psychology professor
Mike Zickar. He has followed
virtually the same voting track
as Tomashefski.
I low can we, as students who
have to live in this city, voice
our opinion on these issues and

PEOPLE
0NTHE STREET

Qty council
candidate for
the students
In 2004, students at BGSU
went to the polls in massive
numbers, waiting in line for
over an hour to vote for
president. This May there will
be another election and while
the stakes for our country arc
not^s high, the results of that
election will impact all of us,
as well as future students who
enroll at BGSU.
That is why all of us, regardless
of party affiliation, must register
to vote, vote and make our
voices heard and vote in the
same numbers that we did last
year.
Three candidates are
running for the Democratic
party nomination for Rist Ward
City Council. The First Ward is
home to a large number of
students — in fact, students
make up more than 85 |>ercent
of the residents of the ward.
In January, however, when the
new councilperson is sworn in,
no matter who wins, a student
will not hold that seat.
While a student may not be

sworn in as die next
council-person from the first
ward, there is one candidate who
works on-campus and works
with hundreds of students
everyday: Gordy Heminger.
Are you tired of being taken for
granted and ignored?
Ho you think it is crazy that
the city was going through our
mailboxes to determine how
many students live in one place
and then threatened to evict us?
Are you upset that we are
being targeted because of the
nuisance ordinance?
Do you think it is the responsibility of our elected officials to be
accessible to us and seek out our
opinion, as opposed to blaming
us for not contacting her?
If you answered yes to any
of those questions, then you
need to vote on May 3 for Gordy i
Heminger.
Gordy is someone who will
not always agree with us but he'll
always listen to us. Wfe might
not like what he tells us but we
will know it's the truth. He's a
Democrat, but he has an
independent streak.
He'll work to build
consensus and find common
ground through the an of compromise. He'll be accessible to us
and responsive to our concerns.

I know all this because over
the past few years, I've had the
opportunity to get to know
Gordy well. He is my best friend
and mentor. He has done more
to help me as a person than
anyone I've ever met and I could
never even begin to repay him
for all he has done for me.
He is honest and loyal. I le is
intelligent and hard working.
He's caring and compassionate.
He is a man of the highest
character. If everyone had the
opportunity to know Gordy like I
do, he would win in a landslide.
I'm not a Democrat and I'm
not a Republican. I've never
voted in a primary before, but
on May 3, I'm voting in the
Democratic primary for my
friend Gordy Heminger, and I
urge everyone who lives in the
first ward to register to vote and
take five minutes out of your day
to vote and send a message that
students care about this city and
will not be silenced any longer.
The issues are too important
(zoning, nuisance ordinance,
guest policy, etc.) for us to sit
on the sideline and not get
involved.

MATTHUMBER6ER
SENIOR

Who ultimately has it
easier: girls or guys?

BRIAN KRASNIEWSKY
FRESHMAN, MARKETING

"Girls."

JENNASOBB
FRESHMAN, BUSINESS

humbemd@bgnct.bgsu.edu

"Guys."

MALL0RYHYLT0N
FRESHMAN,
PSYCHOLOGY
"Guys.*

be confident that someone is
actually listening?
Tell them to their faces.
Luke Nichter, president of
Graduate Student Senate, has
urged his senators to attend
tonight's meeting in large
numbers to more accurately
display the way they feel about
this issue.
Can
undergraduate
students count on members of
their Undergraduate Student
Government to do the same?
If senators are concerned

Hollywood effects
on election minimal
One conservative group is
getting their jollies off Bush's
re-election by "thanking"
Democrats' most famous
supporters — I lollywood actors
— as if they had something to do
with the downfall of John Kerry.
Citizens United paid for
billboards to be placed outside
the Kodak Theater, the locale of
Sunday's Academy Awards, widi
a picture of President Bush and
the words "4 More Years. Thank
You Hollywood!"
Never heard of Citizens United,
huh?
They aren't exacdy a
household name like MoveOn
or Swift Boat Vets were. Turns
out they pride themselves on
making a documentary critiquing Michael Moore's "Fahrenheit
9/11," entJded "Celsius 41.11."
Never heard of that either,
huh?
The documentary bombed,
as movie critic Duane Dudek
called it "about as emotional as
a PowerPoint presentation." On
RottenTomatoes.com, only two
of 17 (12 percent) of movie critics
gave it a good rating Those dirty
rotten scoundrels!
Nevertheless, CU is thanking
"Hollywood liberals for inadvertentry helping the president win
another election." Pictured on
the billboard are Moore, Whoopi
Goldberg, Ben Affleck, Martin
Sheen, Sean Penn, Barbra
Streisand and Chevy Chase.
Wait... Chevy Chase? Did
Clark Griswold sabotage Kerry's
campaign? Were his irreparable
actions at Wally Worid directly
related to Ohio voting for Bush?
And how is Moore part of
Hollywood? He's an independent
filmmaker, not a big
budget director. If he was part
of Hollywood, "Fahrenheit 9/11"
would have gonen an Oscar
nomination for Best Picture.
It's no secret celebrities were
politically active last year. The
"Rock for Change" music tour
— featuring Bruce Springsteen,
lohn Mellencamp and Dave
Matthews, among others

— reached out to apathetic

Ml

STEPHEN KENNEDY
FRESHMAN, BUSINESS

We want to know what you think. Send
your comments to thenews@bgnews.com.
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"Guys."

about a four-bedroom rental
home only allowing three
students, then they should
go to city council and say
something about it.
If students in general
have questions about the
practicality of what is now a
30-year-old law, then they
should go too.
With a mass of students
sacrificing just one hour of their
time, tonight could be the first
step towards significant zoning
change in our community.

I leartland citizens persuading
them to vote (against Bush), the
Kerry College Bus Tour came
to BG the weekend before the
election, featuring lohn Kerry's
stepson Chris Heinz and mid-tier
actors such as Jake Gyllenhaal
and Scon Wolf.
But these famous people were
too busy spanning the nation
to realize they had no political
credibility. Did you vote for Kerry
because The Boss did too? If you
were undecided four days before
the election, did the guy from
"Bubble Boy" change your mind?
Hollywood doesn't have much
power in politics and it's amazing

MATT
SUSSMAN
Opinion Columnist
they care. Whether there's a war
in Iraq or government-issued
health care won't change if
celebrities feed botded water to
their pets. The movie industry is
full of fake people with fake body
parts playing fictional characters.
November's outcome wouldn't
have changed if all those actors
went mute during the election.
Kerry, who had a wooden
personality to begin with,
wouldn't have had any flair
whatsoever. I lollywood didn't
cause Bush to win, but they
didn't cause him to lose either.
They were a non-factor.
Hopefully actors learned their
lesson: politics is for politicians
and movies are for movie stars...
and rappers, singers, models and
talking kangaroos
Three years ago Washington
flipped Hollywood's political
soapbox when Sen. John McCain
hosted Saturday Night live. In
one sketch, "McCain Sings
Streisand," he took the
outspoken diva down a peg.
"I've been in politics for over 20
years, and for over 20 years I've
had Barbra Streisand trying to do
my job. So I've decided to try my
hand at her job," McCain said in
the sketch.
As he poorly sang some of
Streisand's tunes, McCain laid
into Barbra some more: "Do I
know how to sing? About as well
as she knows how to govern
America!"
Today legitimate Republicans
like McCain would say celebrities
had no grounds for their
political arguments. Hence,
Citizens United's billboard is just
a sign of poor sportsmanship.
Had Kerry won, conservative
groups would have blamed the
same crowd for electing Kerry.
"Thanking" Hollywood for Bush's
win is just a case of rubbing it in
the actors' faces.
If Tinseltown blew anything,
it was not nominating Jim
Carrey for Best Actor in "Eternal
Sunshine of the Spodess Mind."
That's the extent of Hollywood
screwups—if you don't count
Tara Reid.
The world will continue to
spin. Bush will be president,
Moore will be rich, Affleck will
make overhyped films and
Sheen will pretend to be
president on "The West Wing."
And America will say, "Citizens
United? Never heard of'em."
Send comments to Matt at
msussma@bgnel.bgsu.edu.
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MISSING WOMAN AND SON FOUND IN TEXAS
DENTON, Texas (AP) — A sport utility vehicle
belonging to a missing pregnant woman was found
in a creek yesterday as police searched for her and
her 7-year-old son. Officers on horseback and
using dogs concentrated the search in a rural area
of Denton, about 30 miles northeast of Fort Worth.
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Changing tax laws could affect refunds
ytoryDai^Ke
tHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Sharpen your
pencils. There's a new tax break on
the books, but it could take some
work to discover whether it can
help you
The new deduction, available
in 2004 and 2005, lets taxpayers
deduct state sales taxes in lieu of
state income taxes if it helps lower
their tax bills.
There's also new help for military
and lower income families, and
simpler tax return forms available
to more people
Tax advisers say there aren't as
many changes to contemplate as
there have been in recent years
but caution that lax laws seem to
be in constant flux,
"I wouldn't get too locked
into the way things are right,
now," said Maryann Winters, a
partner at Sirchia and Cuomo LLP
in Syracuse, N.Y.
The new sales tax deduction is

most valuable for people in states
"The deduction is
with no or very low income taxes,
not big enough to
but it could be useful to taxpayers
in other states. Anyone who made
tell you shop till
major purchases last year, and
you
drop, saying it
some retired taxpayers who pay
little income lax, might be better
roughly equals a
off taking a sales tax deduction.
cash back program
Taxpayers should look long and
offered by some
hard at their options because it's
"very confusing, not for everybody
credit cards."
in every state, and changes state to
state vary dramatically,'' Winters
BOB SCHARIN, RIA EDITOR
said.
To figure your deduction, you and think about any big-ticket
can use a table provided by the items they might have purchased,
IRS or add up the sales taxes paid such as the future groom who
in 2004. The law, passed late last purchased an engagement ring or
year, didn't give taxpayers much the parents who paid for the wedtime to prepare. Taxpayers who ding. Sales taxes on that spending
didn't keep their sales receipts last could add up to more than the IRS
year can Stan accumulating those average provided in the table.
"The deduction is not big
piles for 2005.
Bob Scharin, editor of RIAs enough to tell you shop till you
Practical Tax Strategies, a journal drop," Scharin said, saying it
for tax professionals, said taxpay- roughly equals a cash back proers might review their spending gram offered by some credit cards.

Justin Ransome, a senior manager in private client advisory
services at global accounting firm
KPMG, said the benefits may be
rather limited for taxpayers in
states with income taxes.
"1 question whether very
many people are going to get a
big bang out of this," he said. "I
think it's worth going through the
calculation."
Taxpayers can add any general
sales taxes paid on cars, trucks,
boats, homes and building materials to the amount in the IRS table.
That could make the sales tax
deduction a better bet, even if you
live in a state with income taxes.
"If you bought a couple of
Hummers and a yacht with your
disposable income, you might
very well find that the sales tax
deduction is a better bet for you,"
said Jackie Perlman, a senior tax
research coordinator at H&R
Block.
If you plan to take the state sales

Those with slightly more
complicatedtrdnsactions, incomes
and expenses can use the 1040A
if they don't itemize their deductions They can still claim certain
credits for their children, adoption,
retirement and other benefits
Taxpayers who make more
than $100,000 get an added
complication this year. They'll
have to use a worksheet to
compute taxes owed, instead of
the traditional tax tables.
Low-wage workers and military personnel can daim a bigger
portion of the child tax credit as a
refund this year. Some soldiers can
also claim a bigger earned income
tax credit with the addition of their
combat pay, typically not folded
into that calculation.
As in most years, the effects of
inflation and evolving tax laws
changed the qualifications for
many deductions, credits and
contribution limits Review them
to make sure you still qualify.

tax deduction, figure in your local
general sales tax for an even bigger
benefit A worksheet provided by
the IRS can guide you through the
computation.
Taking
the
sales
tax
deduction might inrnxlucerKwtax
complications
into
your
life. You must itemize your
deductions to get the benefit, and
that means saving your receipts
for other deductible expenses like
contribution to charities.
One change could make
filing a little easier More taxpayers
became eligible to use simpler tax
forms 104017. mid 1040A, with a
change that doubled the amount
of money a qualified taxpayer can
earn.
Taxpayers earning up to
S 100,000 can now use simpler
tax returns, if they meet other
qualifications. Taxpayers must
be younger than 65, with no
dependents and limited Interest
income to use the 10401-Z.

Scientists face tight budget for HIV/AIDS vaccine research
they must determine if that cellular approach alone will prove proWASHINGTON — U.S. funding tective enough, said Seth Berkley,
for AIDS vaccine research is tight- president of the International
ening, the government's top HIV AIDS Vaccine Initiative.
"If cellular immunity turns out
expert warned yesterday, even as
he said scientists still must over- to be quite positive, we've got
come a big hurdle in the hunt: a series of candidate vaccines,"
how to harness the body's first Berkley said at a meeting of the
American Association for the
defenders to repel infection.
Yesterday's leading vaccine Advancement of Science.
After years of record budget
candidates can't do that, noted
Dr. Anthony Fauci of the National increases in the 1990s, the N1H
Institutes of Health. They work next year expects its total budget
on a different pathway, one of to increase just half a percent.
Fauci, head of NIH's National
cell-based immunity.
Indeed, scientists are approach- Institute of Allergy and Infectious
ing a critical crossroads where Diseases, didn't sav how much
By Lauran Neergaard
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

"]jf _j

of that allocation is expected for
research into an AIDS vaccine,
although he said it remained a
top priority.
Of the $600 million to S700
million invested in AIDS
vaccine research worldwide last
year, the United States provided
$582 million, Fauci said.
Included on that list is a
controversial study in Thailand
that critics have attacked because
16,000 volunteers are receiving
two vaccines that failed to work
in previous testing. Fauci said

the project is being monitored
closely and "there is no guarantee
it is going to go all the way."
About a dozen companies
and organizations worldwide
are attempting to develop one.
The longtime lead candidate
was deemed unsuccessful in
2000 after reaching final stage, or
Phase 111, testing.
Now, one developed by
Merck & Co. is considered in the
lead, with a Phase II study just
beginning.
If a cellular-based vaccine

could improve that viral suppression, it would make a huge
impact, he said. Preliminary
data on Merck's candidate is due
in 2008.
True HIV prevention likely
will require generating a different immune-system component,
"neutralizing antibodies," to hunt
down and eliminate the virus
before it infiltrates cells, Fauci
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explained. That's because HIV is
notoriously tricky, able to hide in
the body so well that a vaccine
based on early killing of infected
cells may not be enough, he said.
"I doubt very seriously whether
we'll have a successful candidate
that will prevent infection until
we're able to induce neutralizing antibodies along with cellular
immune responses," Fauci said.
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BRIEFING
Vance Joseph going
out to San Francisco
Bowling Green football coach
Gregg Brandon announced thai
cornerback coach Vance loseph
will leave the Falcons and join
the San Francisco 49ers.
loseph, who came to BG
from from Colorado this past
season, will serve as an
assistant
coaching
the
secondary with San Francisco.
"I've always thought very
highly ofVance and I am thrilled
to see him get this opportunity,"
Brandon said.
BG begins practice March
24 and will host their annual
spring game on April 16.

Awill
and a
way for
Ohio boy
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

He's a five-sport athlete with 1
1/2 arms.
"I've always loved sports."
said Nick Harpley, 16. a junior
at Highland High School near
Medina, Ohio.
"They've been a big part of my
life. Other people might, but I
don't see my ami as a hindrance
at all. I've always been able to
adapt."
Harpley, who has played
baseball, basketball, football,
soccer and tennis, was bom with
. a full-length left arm but a right
arm that ends just above where
an elbow should be. When he
played Little league. Harpley was
a pitcher and second baseman,
quickly learning how to flip off
his glove so he could throw the
ball. Swinging one-handed, he
managed his share of singles.
"I played until fifth grade, when
1 realized that slapping the ball
and hitting singles would be all
I'd ever be able to do," Harpley
said. "In baseball, you really need
the strength of both arms for
power."
I le did better at soccer, playing
for nine years, from ages 3 to 12.
Basketball
always
has
been Harpley's favorite —
whether playing for Highland's
junior-varsity team or in a church
recreational league.
"He's been playing since he
could walk." his mother, ludy
Harpley, said. Last spring, he was
named themost valuable playerof
the league at St. Michael's Russian
Orthodox Church in Broadview
Heights near Cleveland.
"Anytime Nick first shows up
for a team, a lot of people want
to do the right thing, and say,
'Oh, of course you can play,'"
ludy Harpley said. "Then, they're
PERSEVERIN6, PAGE 7
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BG has rough time out west
By foe Watts
SPORTS REPORtER

The Bowling Green tennis team
is in the midst of a three-match
losing streak following weekend
losses to Iowa and Marquette.
The Falcons, who stand at
6-4 overall in dual play, dropped
their first match of the weekend
to Iowa, 7-0, on Saturday.
Iowa (4-2), ranked 57th
nationally, took it to BG early
and often.
The top-flight tandem of
Susie Schoenberger and Heidi
Itomer jumped out to a 3-0
lead against Iowa's 55th ranked
doubles duo of Meg Racette and
Hillary Mintz, but couldn't hang

on, losing the match 8-4.
That was all the momentum
the 1 lawkeyes needed.
Anastasia Zhukova and Hilary
Tyler took down sophomore
Ashley lakupcin and freshman
lenna Nussbaum in the second
flight, 8-2, and Morgan Turtle and
Jacqueline lee defeated senior
Cameron Benjamin and senior
Andrea Meister in the third flight,
8-1, completing the doubles
sweep for the I lawkeyes.
Iowa couldn't be slowed
during singles play either, as they
swept all six matches.
"They were deceptively good,"
said BG head coach Penny Dean.
"They put the ball on a dime,

played a lot of points and played
big points |well|."
Sunday's
match
with
Marquette was much closer, but
the Falcons eventually fell to the
Golden Kaglcs, 4-3.
The doubles play proved to
be the difference in the match
as the Golden Haglcs won two
of the three highly contested
matches.
MU's Callan Smith and Maria
Calbeto defeated Schoenberger
and Romer in the top flight,
8-5, and Francina Bonnelly and
FJsemieke Doktcr edged out
lakupcin and Nussbaum in a
match thai was back and forth
throughout, 9-7. clinching the

doubles point for the Golden
Kagles.
BG hasn't won the doubles
point since they did so against
Indiana State on Feb. 6.
"That is definitely a goal for
this weekend," Dean said.
The singles matches were closer than the doubles, with each
squad winning three matches
and Falcons overcoming a very
loud crowd next to the courts.
"It was like a basketball team
coming to Anderson," IX'an said.
"They had raucous fans and the
echoes were extremely loud."
Despite the noise factor,
Schoenberger and Jakupcin were
winners in the top two flights,

Scott wins Nissan Open, unofficially
By Doug Ferguson

in the end."

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The last 36-hole winner on the
PGA Tour was Michael Bradley
in the 1996 Buick Challenge at
Callaway Gardens, a tournament
that no longer exists. He won in a
five-way playoff.
Other players to have won after
only two rounds on the PGA Tour
were Brian Henninger at the 1994
Southern Farm Bureau Classic
and Neal Lancaster at the 1994
Byron Nelson Championship, a
victory that was known as the
half-Nelson.
But those counted in the
record books.
Several years ago, the PGA
Tour decided that only 54-hole
tournaments could be deemed
official.
Scon's money does count
toward the PGA Tour money list,
and Scon moved up to No. 4. He
received 75 percent of the world
ranking points, pushing him up
to No. 7. That knocked Davis
Love III out of the top 10 for the
first time since 1997.
It wasn't the best start for Scon.
He hooked his tee shot into the
left rough, leaving him a sidehill
lie from 218 yards away in a cold,

Adam Scott made a 4-foot par
pun on the 18th hole yesterday
morning to beat Chad Campbell
in a sudden-death playoff at the
Nissan Open, the first PGA Tour
event in nine years to be cut to
36 holes.
The playoff came shortly
after the final two rounds were
canceled because of rain that
saturated Riviera Country Club,
leaving Scon and Campbell
to play for the difference of
S386,000.
Scon earned $864,000 and
moved up to No. 7 in the world
ranking, his highest spot. But
because the tournament was
only 36 holes, he will not get
credit for an official victory.
"I don't feel like I played much
golf this week," Scott said. "I
don't feel tired and drained like
you normally do when you've
been battling."
But he has his name on the
trophy, thanks to his second
crucial putt in as many days.
Scon finished off his second
round Sunday with a 20-foot
birdie putt on the ninth hole for
a 5-under 66 that enabled him
to join Campbell in the lead at

Chris Carlson AP Photo

BAD DAY TO GOLF: Tony Navarre, left foreground, caddy for Adam Scott, right, holds the umbrella at the
18th tee prior to Scott's one-hole playoff win over Chad Campbell, second from right.

9-under 133.
Campbell shot 65 in the
second round, but he finished
on Friday. Rain washed out play
Saturday, and suspended play
Sunday just as Campbell arrived
at Riviera.

Playing for the first time in
three days, Campbell laced a
drive down the middle of the
fairway.
His 5-wood was right of the
green, and after getting relief
from a puddle, he chipped 5 feet

past the hole. I lis par pun caught
the left lip. and Scott rolled in his
4-footer.
"It's been a tough week, a very
unusual week," Scott said. "I
knew what I had todo back there
on the ninth, and it worked out

Miller and staff bring BG back to glory
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EOIIOR

When Bowling Green women's
basketball coach Curt Miller
came to Bowling Green after the
2000-2001 season, the program
wasn't in the best of shape.
Okay, it was in bad shape.
The team was coming off an
11-18 season and that came on
the heels of an 11 -17 season.
Miller didn't get a dream job to
say the least.
And for his first couple years as
the coach at BG, things were just
as rocky.
His first year as coach, BG
struggled throughout the season
and finished the year off 9-19.1 lis
second year, the Falcons made
some improvements and eariy
and by their 15th game of the
season, they had equaled their
win total from the prior season.
But the Falcons struggled
through the Mid-American
Conference season and were
eliminated in their opening game
of the MAC tournament.
But at the time. Miller saw his
team's early struggles coming.
When he came into the job, he
set a five-year plan for the team
to come into their own in his fifth
season as coach. So really, the
turnaround isn't supposed to be
completed until next season.
But thanks to some solid
recruiting from Miller and his
staff, the turnaround has come

much earlier than expected.
"I've assembled a staff
that works hard, and works
long hours," Miller said. "We
surrounded myself with three
assistants that love to recruit."
That love for recruiting paid off
for BG in a big way last season.
The Falcons had solid senior
play from point guard Lindsay
Austin and off guard Stefanie
Wenzel, but the two were helped
out gready by Miller's second
recruiting class.
Forwards Ali Mann and Liz
Honegger both averaged double
digits in scoring in their first year
at BG. Meanwhile, Carin Home
and Megan Thorburn contributed greatly as they started a combined 31 games between them.
For Mann, coming in and being
part of the success was a dream.
"We wanted to come in and
have an immediate impact," she
said.
But for Miller and company, it's
not as easy as bringing in recruits
and watching them succeed. It is
a year long process.
On September 1 of a recruit's
junior year of high school, college teams can begin contacting
them. This would include weekly mailing — sometimes twice
weekly if it is a big time recruit
— as well as sending e-mails.
And it goes beyond that as
Miller says sometimes assistant
lennifer Rons sends them words

of encouragement from time to
time.
'Ten faxes our top recruits on
game day," Miller said.
This type of recruiting goes on
throughout the season. On weekends the Falcons don't play, Miller
normally is on a recruiting trip.
And there is no vacation.
During the offseason, the
coaches fill their summers with
trips to watch tournaments.'
"luly is a big traveling
time going to AAU summer
tournaments," Miller said. "We
leave on the road luly 7 and don't
return until July 31."
This persistence with the staff
has led the Falcons to land the
recruits they're looking for.
I lonegger saw the team's future
as reason enough to come to BG,
despite their losing record in
Miller's first two seasons.
"I believed in him," she said.
"I believed in what he could do
here. The losses didn't in.HUM to
me; I just saw the tradition of
Bowling Green basketball."
Mann also saw the team's
bright future and rich tradition
and passed up on anending and
Ivy League school in order to take
part in rcbuilding the program.
"I took a visit to Dartmouth,"
she said. "It was a nice place, a
nice campus, I just didn't fh in.
But then I came here and loved
the coaches and saw this was a
great team."
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Nevada
new kid
on block
this week
ByJimO'Connell
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

John Findlins; BGNews

HUDDLE UP: BG head coach Curt Miller talks things over during a timeout
against Central Michigan last week. Miller and the Falcons have compiled
a record of 38-17 the past two seasons.

The numbers haven't lied
for the Falcons. In the past two
seasons, they have a 38-17 record
and at this point are leading the
MAC West division.
A large part of that has been
the coaching staff bringing in the

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COrWSPORTS
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respectively, and Benjamin won
the only three-set match in
the sixth flight over Dominika
Dabrowski, 6-3,1-6,6-2.
Dean was impressed with the
way Benjamin filled in for the
injured Andrea Voile.
"She filled in nicely in third
doubles," Dean said. "She is very
emotional; I was proud Of the
way she played and she used her
emotions in a positive way."
The Falcons start an
eight-match homestand this
weekend against Cincinnati
and Xavier at the Shadow Valley
Tennis Club in Toledo. The
Cincinnati match is set to start at
3:30 p.m. on Friday.

talent it takes to win basketball
games.
"We spend a part of every
day, all four of us. talking about
recruiting" Miller said.
It looks like the hard work is
paying off.

For the second time in three
weeks a school entered The
Associated Press' Top 25 for
the first time ever.
Nevada, winners of six
straight games and nine of 10,
was No. 25 yesterday, the first
time the Wolf Pack cracked
the rankings. Two weeks ago,
Pacific, No. 19 this week,
moved into the poll for the
first time.
Illinois, the lone unbeaten
team in Division I, was No. 1
for the 12th straight week. For
the fourth consecutive poll,
the illini were a unanimous
choice.
The Ulini (27-0) won road
games against Penn State and
Iowa last week and received
all 72 first-place votes from
the national media panel.
Illinois' only game this week
tomorrow at home against
Northwestern.
North Carolina (22-3)
moved up two spots to No. 2
after easy wins over Virginia
and Clemson last week.
TOP 25. PAGE 7

SPORTS
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BC gains highest rank ever
TOP 25, FROM PAGE 6

Boston College (22-11, which
beat Syracuse on Saturday in
a matchup of Top Ten teams,
jumped from sixth to No. 3, the
highest ranking in school history.
The Eagles were fourth two
weeks ago.
Their highest ranking before
this season was sixth in December
1967.
Oklahoma State moved from
eighth to No. 4 — the week's
biggest jump—and was followed
by Kentucky, Wake Forest, Duke,
Kansas, Arizona and Michigan
State.
Kansas (20-3) lost to Texas
Tech in double overtime and
Iowa State in overtime last week,
sending the layhawks to their
lowest ranking of the season.
Arizona (23-4) used wins over
Oregon and Oregon State last
week to move up one place to
ninth, the Wildcats' highest
ranking of the season.
Louisville was 11th and was
followed by Gonzaga, Utah,
Wishington, Syracuse, Alabama,
Connecticut, Pittsburgh, Pacific
and Wisconsin.

the week as each lost two games.
The Orange (22-5) also lost to
Pittsburgh last week and fell out
of the Top Ten for the fust time
this season.
Nevada (20-5) holds a
two-game lead over UTEP in the
Western Athletic Conference.
The Wolf Pack reached the
20-win mark for the second
straight season with a 74-64 win
over Vermont on Saturday in the
marquee maKhup of the Bracket
Buster games.
The Wolf Pack beat Michigan
State and C-onzaga in last
season's NCAA tournament then
lost to Georgia Tech in their first
appearance in the round of 16.
Coach Trent lohnson left for
Stanford after the season and
Michxl Dwyar AP Photo
Mark Fox, his assistant for four
DOING THE WORK: BC'sCraig years, was promoted to replace
Smith goes up for a board him.
Maryland (16-8). which lost to
against Syracuse in a 65-60
North Carolina State and beat
win Saturday.
Virginia in double overtime last
The last five ranked teams were week, fell out of the rankings
Charlotte. Oklahoma, Villanova, from the 22 spot. The Terrapins
were ranked for two of the last
Cincinnati and Nevada.
Kansas' fall from No. 2 to six polls after being 15th in the
eighth and Syracuse's drop from preseason voting and getting as
No. 9 to 15th were the biggest of high as No. 12.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS
East
Miami
Akron
Buffalo
Kent State
Ohio
Marshall

Wl.
17-6
16-7
17-7
16-10
14-9
5-18

MAC W-L
11-3
9-5
9-6
8-6
8-6
2-12

Games Behind
0
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.0
11.0

West
Bowling (Inrrt
Western Michigan
Toledo
Ball State
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois
Central Michigan

W-L
16-7
16-10
13-11
12-11
12-13
9-15
9-15

MAC W-L
9-5
9-6
8-6
7-7
5-9
5-10
3-12

Games Behind
0
0,5
1.0
2.0
4.0
4.5
6.5

East
Marshall
Kent State
Miami
Ohio
Akron
Buffalo

Overall W-L
17-7
16-8
13-11
11-13
3-22
4-20

MAC W-L
11-2
9-4
7-6
7-6
3-11
2-11

Games Behind
0
2.0
4.0
4.0
8.5
9.0

West
Bowling Green
Eastern Michigan
Ball State
Toledo
Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Northern Illinois

Overall W-L
17-7
19-5
12-12
12-12
8-17
9-14
6-18

MAC W-L
10-3
9-4
8-5
8-5
5-9
3-9
3-10

Games Behind
0
1.0
2.0
2.0
5.5
6.5
7.0

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS

Rain ruins weekend of golf
GOLF, FROM PAGE 6

steady rain. He hit 3-wood to the
front edge of the green, some
80 feet short of the hole, then
chipped to 4 feet.
Scott felt for Campbell, who
had the entire weekend off
because of the rain.
"He hasn't hit a shot or a putt
in two days," Scott said. "And he's
got a slider for his first putt. That's
a tough ask."
Campbell made no excuses.
Standing on the range, as he
and Scott wanned up in solitude
with their caddies standing over
with umbrellas, Campbell said, "I
could use a 300-yard rope."
"It was a peffect 5-wood. I just
hit it a little right," Campbell said.
"The putt was outside left, and I
just hit it a little bit firm."
The third round was to resume
at 7:30 am. PST, but 2 inches
of rain fell overnight and the
forecast looked even worse. PGA

Tour tournament director Mark
Russell met with the players in
die locker room and told them
it was over, except for Scott and
Campbell.
That was bad news for Darren
Clarke and Brian Davis, who
were one shot behind, and a big
blow to Colin Montgomerie, who
has never won a PGA Tour event
and finished his 36 holes just two
shots back.
And it ended any chance for
Tiger Woods to return to No. 1 in
the world this week. He needed
to finish fourth to replace Vijay
Singh, and ended this week in a
tie for 13th. four shots out of the
lead.
Woods probably would
have to win the Match Play
Championship at La Costa later
this week for the third straight
year to reclaim No. 1.
As players cleaned out
their lockers, some of them
heading down the coast to La

GREENBRIAR, INC.
GRADUATE

•
•
•
•
•
•

Central downtown location
Unfurnished
On-site laundry
Air conditioned
Remodeled units
2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
$345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo + electric

One arm but no problems
PERSEVERING, FROM PAGE 6

usually surprised how good he
is, and he wins them over."
That happened last year, as
I larplcy learned he was a quick
study at tennis, playing No. 1
singles for his school team.
This basketball season, he
was a starter on the Hornets'
junior-varsity team at guard/

Summit Street
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished
Air Conditioned
On-site laundry
2 blocks from campus
Efficiences
$315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo + electric

forfeit (14| games. But the thing
that really stinks is Nick can't
play anymore."
I larpley's mother believes her
son will bounce back from the
disqualification.
"He's spent his life trying to
figure out. 'How can I do this?'"
Judy 1 larplcy said. "It may not be
in a conventional manner, but
he'll find a way."

Make JOHN NEW10VE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE
in your search for affordable housing!
EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN- Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished
with full bath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate- $395.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $360.00.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 E. RF.KD STRKKT- At Thurstin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $390.00
707-727 THIRD STRKET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath School Year One Person Rate $393.00. OfK YearOne Person Rale- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pels Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $410.00.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $360.00.
839 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate$455.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $390.00.

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352 0717
WWW.GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM

PETS ALLOWED
with $250.00 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these location:
403 High
S25 Third
755 Manville
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville
733 Manville

ECCA

1

Management Inc.

*""

LOG ON TODAY TO:

^K

>/ View our 2005/2006 availability
(Heinzsite will have Free High
Speed Internet Access)

■

M

1

_ ■ |^

■ ■ MI ■_ 1 ^SiMto^i ~\

>/ View pictures, map of locations,
\jr paperwork and other info to
make your search easier

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check wilh Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rales
517 E. REED- At Thurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rale- $615.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $515.00.
505 Cl.OUCH STREET- Behind Kinko's Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
521 EAST MERRY- Furnished. One bath. School YearTwo Person Rale- $690.00. One Year- Two Person Rate$575.00. * Lower floors reduced rate.
402 HIGH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
balh. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Rale$630.00. One Year- Two Person Rale- $540.00.
810 FIFTH. 649 SIXTH & 707 SIXTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. One balh + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $560.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $470.00.
840-850 SIXTH STRKKT- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full balhs. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.
818 SEVENTH & 831 SEVENTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two
Person Rate- $545.00. One.Year- Two Person Rate- $470.00.
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
I 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

Register for the IPOD
give away
Or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800 • info@meccabg.com

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

/tfEfcCA
Management Inc.

WWW.MECCABG.COM

KDfrravsmrtnKaMaara

small forward. His season was
ait short, when Harpley learned
that a gym class he was taking
only counted as one-quarter of
a credit instead of a half credit,
leaving him ineligible to finish
the last four games.
"It was an oversight by
quite a few people," Highland
junior-varsity coach Adam
Cestaro said. "Yeah, we had to

Rates available for 1 or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.

STUDENT HOUSING

Historic Millikin

Costa, Campbell and Scott got
out their rain gear and waited for
the range to open so they could
warm up
And even though the
tournament is unofficial, it ends
Mike Weir's two-year reign as the
champion. The Canadian was
trying to become the first player in
Nissan Open history to win tliree
straight times. He was at 2-under
140, seven shots out of the lead.
"Obviously, 1 was hoping for 36
more holes," Weir said. "It would
have been tough to make that up
in one round.''
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Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Travel
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun.
Jamaica. Acapulco. Bahamas.
Florida Best Prices1 Book Now!!!
1-800-234-7007.
www.endIesssummertours.com
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5
Days S299! Includes Meals, Parties
With Celebrities As Seen On Real
World. Road Rules, Bachelor!
Award Winning Company1
SpnngBreakTravel.com

1 -800-678-6386
Spring Break Specials! Panama City
& Daytona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parties
S159! Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Nassau S499 Including Air! Bahamas Cnjise $299! SpringBreakTravel.com 1-800-678-6386

Services Offered
Post-abortion counseling
Free & Confidential
BG Pregnancy Center. 354-4673

Personals
"Lowest tanning prices in town, $25/
mo. unlimited, Semester unlimited
$45. We honor all competitors coupons. Campus Tanning 352-7889.

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' 5300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS- Children's sleep-away camp, NE PA
(6/18-8/14/05). II you love children &
wanl a caring, fun environment we
need Directors & Instructors for:
Tennis, Swimming (W.S.I, prelerred), Golf. Gymnastics, Cheerleading, Drama, High & Low Ropes,
Team Sports, Walerskiing. Sailing,
Painting/Drawing, Ceramics, Silkscreen, Pnntmaking, Batik. Jewelry,
Calligraphy, Photography, Sculpture, Guitar, Aerobics, Self-Defense.
Video. Piano. Other staff: Administrative/ Driver (21»), Nurses (RN's &
Nursing
Students),
Bookkeeper,
Mothers' Helper. On Campus Interviews March 24th Call 1-800-2793019 or apply on-line at
www.campwaynegirls.com

1' ■ ■

I

2 bdrm.unfurn located upstairs ol
downtown.building near comer ol
Main St & W Wooster St. Avail.immed & May 15. 2005 tor 2005-2006
school year.Nice condition.Recently
remodeled. $550/month
419-354-1612 Ext. 301 Randy
419-354-1612 Ext. 351 Tom

854 8th St 1 bdrm.$395 mo.
plus elec. & dep. Third lloor.

419-392-3354
Avail. May. 4 bedrm 640 S. Summit
St. Call for details. 419-308-9905.
leave message.
BG Apts - 818/822 2nd St
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 • gas/elec 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.
www.pgaparlments.com
FOR RENT - 3 bdrm. house tor
2005-06 school year, starting in
May. W/D, central air. 606 Ctough
$990 mo. & util. 419-654-9512.

Desk clerk needed 4 nights a week,
midnight- 8am. Please stop by the
Buckeye Inn & Studios. 1740 E
Wooster to apply 352-1520

H gMand Management
The Homestead
1 & 2 bedrooms, spacious, laundry
on site, extra storage. A/C. Great
location. Starting at $525
130 E Washington
130 Liberty St and S. Summit
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org

Innovative Stitching has FT & PT
openings. Duties include customer
service, sales, computer embroidery
layout & production. Basic computer
skills are necessary, embroidery experience is not. We are located in
Petro Shopping Ctr. on 1-75, 14
miles south of BG. Call 866-2572860 between 1-6 pm M-F to apply.

419-353-3938
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College Students
$12.25 base/appt, cust. sales/svc.
make own schedule, earn $ for
spnng break now. All ages 18*.
Conditions exist 419-861-6134.

Want people willing to learn & work
on wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school is out lor the
summer until the middle of Aug.
Work consists of operating equip, including floor butters & floor sanding
machines. Also measuring, laying
out & painting game lines & art work
& applying gym floor linish. We will
thoroughly train you in all phases of
the work. Job pays $8/ hr. You can
expect between 40-50 hrs./ wk.
Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual & reliable & willing to
accept responsibility Please contact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or fax
resume to 419-385-6483.
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Wanted

"1 or 2 bdrm. apts. & houses avail.
05-06 school, yr. Plus rooms & etlic.
as low as $265/ mo. inclu. util. Everything 2 blks. from campus. Call
353-0325 9am- 9pm
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
26
28
30
33
36
37
38
41
42

Writer Calvino
-Misery" star
Minnesota pro
Paid heed to
Alas!
Newspaper section, once
Hit by Tom T. Hall
Tolstoy and Gorcey
Some votes
United Nations body
Pitcher Hershiser
Small boy
Hive dweller
Drill parts
Chore
Classic Pontiac letters
Sister ot Venus
Iceberg summit
Sign up
Media meeting
Bit of elementary Latin
Pillbox or porkpie

r'M thai
I
, ".v.sv»/.y'/.' J

43
44
45
46
47
49
50
54
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Architect Jones
Chan portrayer
Make amends
Utmost effort
Polish border nver
Soprano Maria
Leading
Book after Joel
Stack TV role
Make my day!
Grief-stricken
Slanted type: abbr.
Too inquisitive
Traveling case
Recede
Election victors
Peter Pan rival
Sandal-like
Twitches
Small bills
Canned pork product
Funny Bombeck
Preconceived
Big bang letters?
Transparent footwear
Feedbag tidbit
Outback hopper

Bare minimum
Like one Hatter
Encountered
Camer plane feature: inrt.
Ming of the NBA
_ Paulo
Edible tubers
Post-election gathering
Lab medium
Toppled Iranian leader
Now in Nogales
New Jersey or California city
Actress Naldi
Hue
"The Night of the Hunterscreenwriter

67 Paris river

45
46
48
49
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Up-to-date, lor short
Strut nonchalantly
Eagle's abode
Emulate Nancy
Kerrigan
Garlic sauce
Airhead
Trap
Tra follower
Excited
Annapolis inst.
Fashionable
Anatomical pouches
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1616 E. Wooster • (419)-354-2244

HANGING'

t\ Book a hair or nail appointment with us and receive
.Jn. c$10 coupon for any tanning package of $30 or
more. Expires 5/31/05 limit one per customer.

419-354-6036

Houses and Apis
1-3 person -12 month leases
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office
or www.toapanmflriis.cofn

For Rent

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $470!
Houses for Rent starting May 05
604 5th SI - 3 BR $930 » util
8433rd St-BrandNew3BR

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch

$900 * util
Large 3 bdrm. house. W/D. DW. AC,
enclosed patio w/ deck, beautifully
landscaped yard, large garage, no
pets, next lo campus, 215 E. Evers
St., $1200 rent 351-3639.
Professor/owner will share fum.
house w/ other professors or grad
students. Multi-bedroom, fireplaces,
in wooded area, cats. Se habla espanol. $255/mo. incl. all util., must
have own trans. Avail, immed. Call
419-352-5523 & leave message.

• Private entrance

905 Mourning Dove - 3 BR
2 car garage - $1020 e util
Houses have 2 baths, laundry,
dishwasher & central AC.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917

Baked Chicken

• Patio
■ Spacious kitchen

& Mashed Potatoes, Gravy, Coleslaw,
Vegetable and Cornbread Stuffing.
* From 4 pm until 9 pm ♦

• Pets welcome!
-FREE HEA1
WW1TY SQIMM

N
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GREAT JOB

OPPORTUNITIES!

Undergrads -704 5th SI
9 or 12 mo. lease. 2 bdrm. turn.
shuttt'9 stop

t

1 Hor* Dtptt

Seniors & Grads -710 7th St
1 yr.lease, 2 bdrm. unfurn. heat pd
Grad Students • 601 3rd St.
1 bdrm. turn.
Quiet building

I Home City Ice I

In Downtown Bowling Green

VARSITY SQUARE

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

419-353-7715

$7.00 $12.00+ Per Hour

f

Flexible Hours!

419-352-3445

Very nice 4 bedroom house.
One year lease. $1300 mo.
Available 8/1/05. 419-353-1556.

M

apartments

Call
18008998070

t£r

Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Serving BG Sinn 1980
GRAB YOUR MATES

Locally Owned and FamUyOptrottd

and move in with

Tan EVERYDAY for only $19.« per month
No CrtditCard required. No hidden fees!

NEWIPVE

'
S0UTHSID! LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
419-353-8826

Rentals

WC WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
419-354-1559

No Appomtnxnt Hetded!

TWO PEPROOM APAKfl
• 125 CLAY ST #A: Lower duple:
Front porch. Close to downtown,
city park & campus. FREE GAS
HEAT. WATER & SEWER. $580/mo.
for a 12 mo. lease.
• 228 S. COLLEGE #K-Ot Two bdrm.
unfurn. or furn. ($25/mo.) apts. Close
to campus. Off-street parkfng. Resident
pays $20/mo. for unlimited gas heat,
water & sewer. Resident pays elec.
$495/mo. for a 12 mo. lease. $595/mo.
for a 9 mo. lease.

801 FIFTH ST: Unfurn.
apts. w/balconles & patios.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Prlvatl
park, lot & laundry facilities.
$495/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. #4 Rented.

Kjf

• 803 FIFTH ST: Unfurn. apts. with
balconies & patios. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Private parking lot & laundry
facilities. $495/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. #6 Rented.

• 320 ELM ST #E-H: Furn. apts. FREE
WATER & SEWER. Resident pays
electric/heat. Lg rms. $545/mo. for a
12 mo. lease. $595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. • 309 HIGH ST #5,6 & 7: Unfurn. & furn.
apts. w/balconles & patios. FREE GAS
HEAT, WATER, & SEWER. Private park,
• 525 N. ENTERPRISE #A & B: Lg. side by
side duplexes. Eat-In kitchen, C/A, offlot & laundry facilities. $540/mo. for a
street park. $610/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
12 mo. lease. $640/mo. for 9 mo. lease.
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No Three Tenant Rule Here

303 E. Merry
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Something lor Everyone

"•No Unrelated Tenant Rule Here
Lg. house « apts renting now. 926.
Max B stud allow 916 3rd St. & 303
Merry Max 8 stud. 309 Merry
mclud all util Max 6 stud 146 S.
College 4 315 Merry up & dn Max 5
♦ 724 4th St. 4 bdrm, A/C. Listing
avail. 24/7 316 E Merry #3 or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
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House lor rent. 312 N. Enterprise.
12 mo. lease. W/D, central air. 1 1/2
baths, 2 car garage. $1200 mo. plus
dep. 419-836-7674 or 419-360-6060

For Rent

Study Abroad Scholarships Available - Applications for the Roger C.
Anderson Study Abroad Scholarship
and the Charles and Wanda Ricli
Scholarship for Study Abroad are
now available in the Center tor International Programs, McDonald North,
Suite 61. The deadline is March 1 st.
Call 2-0479 with questions.

CAWmAU

1

1 large room with private bath
Available now.
Call 352-5822

3 bdrm unfurn.-located upstairs ot
downtown building-near comer of
Main & W.Woosler St. Avail. May
15, 2005 lor 2005-2006 school yr.
Nice condition, recently remodeled
$825.00/month.
419-354-1612 Ext 301 Randy
419-354-1612 Ext 351 Tom
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$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our tree (yes. free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-2.000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY for a $600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser (8881-923-3238
or visit campusfundraiser.com

Lowest tanning prices in town, $25/
mo. unlimited, Semester unlimited
$45. We honor all competitors coupons. Campus Tanning 352-7889

$$ CASH $$ paid for used dishnetwork equipment. Will pick up.
Call loll free 1 888-569-2812

1 bedroom duplex
849 Sixth St-$325/month
3 bedroom house
227 S College-$975/monlh
4 bedroom house
249 Manville-$10S07month
August 2005 Lease, 419-352-9392

Camp AkJersgate Carrollton Ohio
Hiring summer help
Call Eric at 866 627-4369

Sports Photographer
with telephoto lens. P/T weekends

St
Thomas Mora
University
Scholarships. All Catholic undergraduate BGSU students who have
completed 25 credit hours by the
end of the current spnng semester
and all Catholic graduate students
who are lull-time students are eligible to apply Preference will be given to students who are active at St.
Tom's. Application materials are
available m the Parish Office. The
deadline is March 4th.

/HANGING^I,

brought to you by

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Your stuffed sticks store 352-9638
Free delivery daily 11a.m. lo 1 a.m.

Senior Psychology Majors
Interested in a career in business7
Check out the BGSU Master of Organization Development program,
which is currently accepting applications lor the class of 2006 Classes
start in the fall www.modbgsu.com

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

• 208 E. MERRY ST #D: Unfurn. lower
duplex. Eat-In kitchen & off-street
parking. S390/mo. • util.

• 315 » S. MAIN ST: Unfurn. upper apt.
Wood deck. Eat-in kitchen. Resident
pays util. $445/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

Stop by 6r call us at (119)352-5620
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tBOVt DAIRY QUIEN
424 E.Wooster
419-353-2844
6Btth,)BMM

THIHUT
904 E.Wooster
419-352 3588
StaMllMft

